
Locked Doors: A Novel

Chapter One

! When someone walks down a road, any road, they pass many more locked doors than open ones. If 

someone doesn’t believe this, they simply haven’t looked hard enough. The door at their destination is 

always open, so the common man believes that every other door will be just the same. It’s patently 

laughable, of course; the masses go where they are allowed to go and nowhere else. 

! They refuse to notice the rows and rows of locked doors that will never open for them and the myriad 

passages that these doors hide. It is pure psychology, simple conditioning. If you walk past enough locked 

doors then not only do you cease to notice them, but you never imagine what could be in there, for you, 

behind them. The notion that clandestine conversations, conducted behind closed doors by men with dark 

suits, sharp  eyes and even sharper ties, do exist in the psyche of the masses. However the power of the 

Freemasons, the Templars and the Illuminati, is usually discounted as utter fiction. Once you have seen 

enough locked doors, imagining that there is nothing behind them is easy. 

! Certainly easier than the alternative: that behind locked doors, in a world you can’t touch, reach or 

influence, we are pulling the strings.

-------------------------------------------

! It had been a particularly long day on the bike for Callum Morris. The London traffic was being 

especially unpleasant; traffic fumes and smog had reached their usual high levels staining his jaw a muddy 

brown, but it was the people who were being awful beyond all normal measure. If there was a geiger counter 

for inconsiderate arseholes, thought Callum, today the irregular pips would have morphed into a constant 

miserable tone. 

! A tourist stepped off the pavement in front of him, putting a gleaming white trainer onto the hot 

asphalt, forcing Callum to grab  at the brake levers under his fingers. He heard the screech of car brakes 

behind and his stomach clenched, ready for another trip  over his handlebars. It would have been the fourth 

time in the last two months that he had been knocked off his bike and it was becoming a habit he wanted to 
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break sooner rather than later. The car, a long black Mercedes glinting in the July sun, slid by his back 

wheel, missing him by a fraction. Small mercies. Its driver slammed his hand on the horn and left it there. 

The tourist, a small lady in black tracksuit bottoms, gold-sequinned strappy top and white baseball cap, 

jumped back onto the pavement and stood stock still, like a robber who had just triggered a motion sensor. 

The Mercedes driver gunned his engine loudly and drove off, his grumbling about ‘effing tourists and bloody 

cycle menaces uttered loudly enough that Callum heard every word. Callum pressed his tongue into the 

back of his front teeth and chewed an insult back into his throat. There was no sense in shouting, the driver 

wasn’t going to hear, and any yelling would make him look like a maniac to the passing tourists. He looked 

down at his map  and let his brain re-calibrate. The Oxford Street short cut hadn’t saved him any time so he 

decided to cut down Dean Street on his way way into Soho. The package he was couriering was small and 

light, not the least bit awkward, but it was far from his last delivery of the day and he wanted to be clear of 

the bulk of the parcels before London became a hot metal labyrinth at rush-hour.  A quick check of his bag to 

see that nothing had dislodged in the near accident; the simple envelope, an expensive paper stock that 

made the paper feel both hefty and floaty, was still in there. It was the envelope of a diplomat, a politician or 

a seventeenth century high society gentleman, writing love letters to his mistress, thought Callum. It was 

addressed, simply, to Mr Saint Pierre, written with regal handwriting that you just didn’t see that often 

anymore. Callum didn’t believe it was hand written for a second; more likely it was printed, designed by 

computer, for a PR company sending out invites to an awards ceremony, he thought with a smile.

! Clicking his specialised silver and blue boots back into the bike’s pedals, Callum pulled away from 

the curb  and swung onto the next right, away from touristy Oxford Street and down into London’s Soho. He 

passed a couple of guys in suits, strolling in the mid-afternoon, before stopping his bike at the next set of 

traffic lights. The restaurant beside him was bustling with executives. Well, probably executives, Callum 

smiled to himself. He’d never executed anything but was fairly sure that when you were dressed in a smart 

suit and your laptop  was open next to your Japanese sweet pork salad, all on a busy Tuesday lunchtime in 

Central London, you were probably one type of executive or another. Advertising, PR, something very media, 

he thought. The light changed to green and he pulled away, cycling past two children’s TV presenters who 

were grabbing a cheeky cigarette before a long afternoon of fixing on smiles and building pipe-cleaner 

houses with talking parrots. 

! As the roads became quieter he let his mind drift, wondering what the guys in the suits had done so 

differently to him. Probably not much. They would have got there degrees, same as him, been to similar 
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parties, shared houses with similar people. Maybe they worked a bit harder than him but then, for 

undergraduates, hard work is a relative term. I’ll get my chance, Callum thought, only half believing himself. 

There had been plenty of chances, none of which had worked out. Sometimes the missed chances were his 

fault, but there were also the occasions when everything started falling into place, only to crash into pieces at 

the last moment. The strangest of such incidents was a work placement he was offered at a law firm, three 

years ago. Everything was ready, his contact in place, but when he arrived for his first day no one could 

remember any work placement being offered and no one knew the lady he had been speaking to. Callum 

went home and triple checked his emails that night. He hadn’t been to the wrong place, he had a 

confirmation for the work placement and the name of person who offered it to him. Only now she had 

vanished without a trace. The whole incident was so bizarre that Callum googled “discount CAT scan prices” 

whilst looking for details of his missing employer on Facebook. As it turned out, the scans were wildly 

expensive at a private hospital and Callum, despite finding no evidence online of a woman he was sure he 

had spoken to, decided he would have to risk having a brain tumour. He took a deep  breath and smiled; 

being a bike messenger in the summer wasn’t too bad. It was warm, the sun was out, the ladies were all 

showing a little bit of shoulder and, if he was lucky, just a little more. It was time to pull himself together, cut 

out the negative voices, and get on with the day. He clicked up  into a higher gear, every subsequent push on 

his pedals driving him forward a little faster and further. A young woman was walking past on the pavement. 

She was wearing strappy sandals over tanned feet, with caramel coloured legs stretching up to meet a floaty 

lemon-yellow dress with a vintage red, white and green flower pattern. Callum flashed a shameless grin at 

her and she returned it, showing a happy, shy smile of her own. He blasted by, his mood buoyed by a little 

high-speed, ships-in-the-night flirtation. 

! The greybrick buildings of Soho bounced sunlight back into the streets, heating up  the pedestrians 

that darted between office buildings, pubs and lunch bars. Cars made staccato progress along the back 

alleys, jumping between traffic lights and breaking sharply for Londoners who were too busy to wait for some 

clear roads to cross. Callum’s bike nipped in between it all, dancing through the hum of Soho until he 

reached his destination; a tall redbrick with sash windows on the corner of Old Compton and Wardour Street. 

At the front the building was a trendy bar whose dimmed glass front was covered with stylised lettering 

spelling the word Portal. Another bar with a guest list that demanded a famous acquaintance or a wallet full 

of tipping money, he thought. The entrance Callum needed, according to the delivery instructions, was 

around the side of the building. He propped his bike up  on a lamppost and wandered around the corner, 
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searching for the other door. It was easily found, unassuming and black with a single silver buzzer attached 

to the frame. He took the package out of his bag and rang the bell. It was totally silent at his end and so, with 

no immediate response, he turned over the envelope in his hand. He squeezed it, feeling something hard 

underneath the soft paper. A loud buzz disturbed his train of thought. He tried the door handle and it opened 

easily, the black door swinging into a darkly lit hallway. It was drab  in there. The burgundy paint that was 

daubed on the walls had started to peel, revealing the dirty beige of a ridged, asymmetrically patterned 

wallpaper underneath. The outside of the building was scrupulously maintained so Callum was disappointed 

that when he peeled back the onion he found it to be rotting underneath. The staircase in front of him was 

also falling into disrepair. The carpet was lifting at the edges and was peppered with stains: muddy brown 

prints, the mucky black that comes from scruffy couriers tracking in melted summer tarmac, and some reds 

that were hopefully just spilled wine. Callum attacked the stairs two at a time, reaching the first floor landing 

with an emphatic jump. In front of him was room eleven, where Mr. Saint Pierre was expecting his package. 

In keeping with the hallway the door was drab  and covered with peeling burgundy paint, in the centre of 

which hung a framed picture of a two-faced man. The man was in profile, with one face looking left, the other 

right. It reminded Callum of the roman coins from the British Museum, only reflected right down the centre. 

Callum knocked on the door and glanced at the inscription at the bottom of the picture; Janus.

! “Enter” came a voice from the other side of the door. 

! Callum grabbed the handle, pushed the door open and entered the room. As the door swung shut 

behind him and his eyes adjusted to the dim light, he could see that this room was host to some kind of 

exclusive gentlemen’s club. A small number of tables stood around the lounge, flanked by leather back 

seats, all of which were surrounded by oak panelled walls. The walls were clearly aged, coloured by years of 

natural light and tobacco smoke, and completely bare except for one picture on the wall to his right. The 

picture was of a butterfly, a Pyronia Tithonus noted Callum, remembering his days spotting insects and birds 

with his father in the fields by his house. The wall at the far end of the room was lined with a small bookcase 

and, to its left, a bar, quietly staffed by an immaculately turned out waiter wearing a crisp  white shirt, black tie 

and waistcoat. He was polishing a glass to within an inch of its life and didn’t even raise his head to 

acknowledge Callum’s entrance. 

! “You’re the man with the package?”. The voice was quiet and assured, every syllable precisely 

clipped. Callum looked to the source and saw two men sitting at a corner table, silhouetted by an antique 

lamp. The man on the left was broad and bald headed, sitting with his ankle crossed over his knee, whilst his 
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companion, the speaker, sat next to him, to the right of the lamp. The speaker was sat perfectly upright. His 

hair was white, thinning on top  and cut short at the sides. A thin tie pin depicting a sword crossed with two 

clubs clasped his purple tie to his pristine white shirt. His gaze was unflinching, staring at Callum as if he 

were pulling words and thoughts straight out of the courier’s subconscious.

! “You have brought the package” the white haired man repeated. Callum didn’t feel like he had been 

asked. He felt that he had been told. 

! “If you are Mr Saint Pierre, then yup, I’ve got a package for you. I just need you to sign on the line 

and I will be out of your hair,” Callum instructed.

! “No, no, I don’t need to sign on any line,” the man Callum thought was Saint Pierre replied calmly. 

! “You’re not Mr Saint Pierre?”

! “I am Mr Saint Pierre. But I don’t need to sign for the package.”

! “You do, I’m afraid, or I can’t let you have it.”  Oh good, some fun and games, thought Callum, 

another one who can’t handle a lunchtime drink. 

! “I don’t want it,” smiled Saint Pierre. It was an unnerving grin, how a snake would smile if it had lips.

Callum gritted his teeth. He was running out of steam. 

! “Someone wants to give it to you, or they wouldn’t have given it to me to bring to you,” Callum 

stated, frustrated. The waiter didn’t react to the rising tension and remained polishing glasses. The man in 

the chair next to Saint Pierre had yet to move, not even a flicker of the face.

! “You are incorrect, my boy. The package is not for me, rather it is for you. It was just that you needed 

to be here to open it. And the only way to ensure you received and opened the package in this exact location 

was to have it sent to me, here and now, and to have you carry it here yourself. Understand?”

! Callum didn’t understand. His stomach tightened, he was back on the bike, bracing for another 

impact. 

! “So, Mr Morris, are you going to open your package?”

! “How do you know my name?” It was a response straight from a bad movie, but Callum was nervous 

and not up  to creating anything original. Saint Pierre touched either side of his eyes with his thumb  and 

middle finger. He sighed.

! “A profoundly stupid question. I asked for you at the delivery agency. I wanted you to open a 

package, the package you are holding, here, in this room. I don’t feel as if I need to explain this again.”  Saint 
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Pierre let his head roll back and he looked at Callum down the bridge of his nose. “I don’t need to explain it 

again, do I?”

! The man next to Saint Pierre suddenly stood up. Sitting in a chair he looked normal sized, but once 

on his feet he was comfortably over six feet tall, with a chest and shoulders that appeared to be borrowed 

from a rugby player. He stepped forward and took the package from Callum’s hand, opening it and shaking a 

small key, ornate and gold key with three interlocking loops, onto his palm. Then the man turned and placed 

the key at the centre of the table between Saint Pierre and himself.

! “Your package” explained Saint Pierre. “We’ve done the hard work. Now take it, and see where it 

leads”. 

! Callum was fed up  of this faux-spooky bullshit. He steeled himself and decided this was just another 

bunch of rich pricks having their fun at the expense of someone less fortunate. 

! “I’ve had enough of this nonsense,”  Callum exhorted. “Your package is on the table, I’ll just fake your 

signature and you have a shitty day.” He turned and strode towards the door he came in by. It was also 

covered in wonderful oak panelling, blending seamlessly with the rest of the wall except for the minute 

hairline crack that marked its outline. Callum grabbed the handle, ornate and gold, twisted and pulled the 

door sharply towards him. It stuck. The air left his lungs like they had been slashed. Who had locked the 

door? Had someone followed him? The room itself was perfectly isolated, exquisitely quiet except for the 

occasional squeak of glass being polished. Callum readied his fists, his fingernails digging into the soft skin 

of his palm. His heart started to pound, feeling like it was trying panel beat the inside of his ribcage. He 

wondered what these fuckers were planning. Just spooking me? Or an elaborate mugging? 

! “Having some difficulties with the door, Mr Morris?” asked Saint Pierre. 

! “I’m not carrying any cash, none of us do” Callum insisted. “It’s policy”. 

! “Young man, I have no interested in the meagre amount of small coins you may be carrying.”  Saint 

Pierre’s tone was one of exasperation. “If I had wanted cash don’t you think I would be robbing someone 

who I thought might earn some? What I am interested in is for you to take the key that is sitting on the table 

in front of me, the key I have told you is yours from the minute you arrived, and I want you to unlock that door 

and walk out into your life.” 

! Callum was unconvinced. He looked at Saint Pierre, whose hands were placed calmly in his lap, and 

thought of the scene from James Bond where Blofeld had the gun attached to the underside of a table. He 

imagined hearing the bang of a golden hand gun just as he reached out for the key. He tried not to imagine 
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his insides splattered around the inside of the room. Well, if I go, at least it’ll ruin their lovely walls, he 

thought. Fists still balled tightly he walked back towards Saint Pierre and his colleague, trying to hold their 

impassive gaze, only to realise that he wasn’t quite brave enough. Callum flinched as he grabbed the key. 

No bang. No never-ending blackness. He whipped the key from the table and watched for a reaction from his 

two hosts. Nothing. He walked to the door and unlocked it, the mechanism making made a solid click as it 

rolled over, followed by a clunk as the lock pulled back and released the door. 

! The smell of Indian food was instant and overwhelming, the aroma of spices filled Callum’s nostrils 

and the tang of chopped onions brought tears to his eyes. Where had the smell come from? He pulled the 

door towards him only to find the dingy stairwell he had climbed a few minutes before replaced by a white 

corridor, lit with fluorescent bulbs. Callum brought his hands to his face to shield himself from the unforgiving 

light. This wasn’t the staircase he had walked up, thought Callum. Had he left by a different door than he 

came by? He was about to turn back in confusion when he felt a push him in the small of his back. He 

stumbled fully into the unfamiliar room and the the door clicked shut behind him.  A man dressed in a black 

waistcoat and sharp  black trousers bounced past him carrying a tray. The peace of the lounge was gone, 

replaced by a din that left Callum disorientated. Voices, full of words he didn’t understand, flew back and 

forward across the room, competing with the clatter of crockery and the hiss of cooking meat. Where the hell 

was he? His mind, even in this bewildered state, pictured the lounge: there was only one door in and one 

door out. Did I black out? Maybe I should have got that CAT scan, he thought. The burgundy door was gone, 

definitely gone, replaced by a plain white door, unevenly finished in cheap gloss emulsion. Impossible, 

Callum paused, that door was burgundy. The picture of Janus was also missing. Where had this door come 

from? This was no hallucination. He had walked in through a door and left through the same one, only now 

he was somewhere unfamiliar. Somewhere totally new.  

! A man in chef’s whites had noticed him and started shouting at him, asking him where he had come 

from and why he was here. For the moment, Callum Morris didn’t have a good answer. 

--------------------------------------------------

! This morning I was at a government meeting in Budapest, influencing social policy. This afternoon I 

will be in Beijing, advising on international trade. I will finish my day in New York, brokering a deal that will 

see one company absorb  and, ultimately, destroy another. I like to think of our influence as like a snowflake; 
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simple in its beauty, infinitely complex in its construction. By controlling the doors, we can can be everywhere 

that we need to be, travelling the linked passages that hide behind the curtain of men’s lives. 

! The gatekeepers must be there to guard the doors, to keep  men from bursting threw and trampling 

the garden. But whilst I know it must never happen, there is a part of me that wants to see that. Watching 

men fighting for their opportunity and place in the world, those who are given nothing trying to take 

everything. Watching people fight to overthrow their destiny. 

But there is no such thing as destiny. If destiny existed, then so must the God that planned it. 

And there is no God. 

There is only us.!

!
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